FIRE DEPARTMENT QUESTIONNAIRE – Please answer all of the questions below so that the Fire Department can review the application.

1. How many people will be attending the event?
2. Is the address of the event shown on all the plans?
3. Is the name and dates of the event shown on all plans?
4. Did you provide a site plan and location sketch for this event?
5. Did you provide detailed dimensioned plans for the event?
6. Do the plans clearly identify the number and arrangement of exits?
7. Do the plans show several remote exits for the event?
8. Do the plans clearly identify the exit discharge path from all exits to a public street?
9. Did you provide flame spread certification for any temporary tents?
10. Are dimensions and words on the plans large enough to read?
11. Are the plans at least 1/8” or 1/4” scale?
12. Have they clearly identified any life safe risks (hazardous materials or processes, cooking, Generators) on the plans?
13. Have they obtained written permission from the Fire Marshal for serious life safety risks (indoor fire works, allowing vehicles inside of buildings, allowing festival seating inside a building) prior to plans approval?
14. Have fire inspectors or paramedics been assigned to the event?
15. Have police officers been assigned to the event?
16. Have you obtained written permission from the police to block any public street?
17. Have they obtained written permission from the Fire Marshal for fireworks after 11 PM?
18. Are there any fire sprinklers on the property?
19. Are there any fire alarms on the property?
20. Does the property have panic hardware?